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DISASTROUS TIMES FOR AVIATION

As we enter the 50th year of no Pickering Airport,
never have we owed such a debt of gratitude to People 
or Planes as we have during this pandemic – the year
when the skies went silent, airports sat empty, and some
foods suddenly became scarce or unavailable.
On March 2, 1972, the men and women of POP 
weren’t aware of climate change, the sixth mass 
extinction, or the staggering loss of prime farmland 
we face today. But they knew, absolutely, that you 
do not build an airport on prime farmland.
Thanks to POP’s creative, inspiring, fierce, and relent-
less opposition, Land Over Landings is able to continue
the fight. Thanks to them, as the global aviation indus-
try shuddered to a halt this past year, we do not have a
ghost airport in North Pickering. Instead, we have a 
national park, pristine watersheds, and 8,700 acres of
prime foodland, next door to our largest city: riches that

are the envy of the world – wealth we must continue to
protect, not just in a pandemic year but in perpetuity.
Doc Godfrey was right: 100% will always need food.
Airports? Not so much….

49 YEARS ON, DOC GODFREY AND PEOPLE OR PLANES ARE STILL RIGHT 

At 103, our hero,
the irrepressible
Doc Godfrey, 
Chair of the original
People or Planes,
still knows this to
be true! 

The Guardian, February 16, 2021
‘Development should stop’: serious flaws in offsets plan
for new western Sydney airport

Bristol Live, February 19, 2021
Teachers across Atlantic* don’t want their money 
spent on Bristol Airport expansion

The Guardian, February 22, 2021
Aircraft orders dry up as industry records worst 
ever January 

And don’t miss this news:
• FlightGlobal projects that aviation industry recovery 
will be slow. 

•  In 2020, Toronto Pearson’s airline passenger business
plummeted to 1996 levels. Compared to 2019, total air
passengers dropped from 50.5M to 13.3M, while aircraft
movements decreased from 453k to 175k.

• Proposed Leeds Airport expansion would have “devas-
tating impact” on the city’s carbon reduction targets.

• The European Investment Bank decides not to invest in a
Nice Airport expansion.

• France abandons plans to build a now “obsolete” 4th air
passenger terminal at Charles de Gaulle Airport.

Last July we ran a page of headlines revealing Covid-19’s
calamitous effect on the aviation industry. Here’s a selec-
tion of more-recent ones. Meanwhile, Pickering’s mayor
– despite the current realities – is still pushing for (you
guessed it) an aviation hub on the Lands. So yesterday! 

The Wall Street Journal, December 1, 2020  
The Covid pandemic could cut business travel 
by 36% – permanently

The Air Current, December 29, 2020
Airlines survived 2020, but as flyers return their 
dollars won’t

CNBC, January 3, 2021
More than 20 years of airline passenger traffic growth 
got erased in 2020, report finds

CBC News, January 14, 2021
Smaller cities suffer the economic brunt of Air Canada’s
pandemic exit

Toronto Sun, January 28, 2021
Future of country’s airline industry is ‘frightening’, 
MPs told

MSN, January 29, 2021
New travel rules the ‘nail in the coffin’ for airlines, 
tourism industry, experts say 

*Ontario Teachers Pension Plan



Land Over Landings
Because food is a 
GROWING concern!

expanding and further protecting Urban River Valleys.”
The deadline for submitting comments is April 19, 2021,
and the Environmental Registry can be found here:
https://ero.ontario.ca/notice/019-3136    
Lower Duffins Wetland Destruction
Despite widespread outrage and protests over the loss of
the “provincially significant” Lower Duffins Wetland,
plans are moving ahead to urbanize it. Earth-moving
equipment is on the site now, and all signs point to the
wetland’s imminent destruction. 
Provincial and Municipal Growth Plans
The Government’s COVID-recovery strategy includes the
expedited construction of highways, logistics centres, 
and subdivisions. Exemplified by the accelerated use of
MZOs and streamlined environmental assessments for
the Bradford Bypass and Hwy 413, the model is a land
speculator’s dream, gobbling up prime farmland and 
urbanizing natural assets to the detriment of clean water,
healthy communities, and climate change mitigation. It’s
a behind-the-times “pave and sprawl” model. Here are
two ways to help fight these plans:  
1. Attend the (virtual) Ontario Farmland Trust Forum on
March 25, 2021, on “The Shifting Landscapes of Farm-
ing and Farmland Protection.” 
2. Contribute to the Municipal Comprehensive Review. It
will dictate the expansion of urban limits and the amount
of new land needed for growth projections. Your voice
matters! In Durham Region, register at Envision Durham.
In York Region, visit Future York to subscribe. 

“YOURS TO PROTECT” CALLS TO ACTION! 

As we reported in our last newsletter, we’ve joined
forces with other provincial advocates in the “Yours To
Protect” movement. Collectively, we’re raising aware-
ness of a multitude of risks to Ontario’s healthy future.
Together, we are stronger and louder. Here’s a round-up
of what we’re working on – and watching.... 
Growing the Greenbelt  
First the good news! On February 17, the Government of
Ontario announced a plan to expand the Greenbelt. The
first phase is a 60-day public consultation process through
the Environmental Registry of Ontario. Along with 90
other organizations and individuals we’ve endorsed a new
report, Expanding Ontario’s Greenbelt: Getting It Right,
to help guide the plan, leveraging the science and public
input amassed for the 2017 Greenbelt Plan. Of particular
relevance locally are the Duffins and Carruthers Creek
watersheds, given the Province’s new priority of “adding,

landoverlanding@gmail.com
www.landoverlandings.com
905-649-2433

You might think that Allan Ehrlick is talking about an
airport on prime farmland in North Pickering. But this
“profound economic mistake,” as he calls it, refers to
the GTA West Highway (Hwy 413). Both boondoggles
have the same storyline: a “need” to alleviate conges-
tion, a “need” to create local jobs, a “need” to prepare
for future growth. 

But whose “needs” are we really talking about? 
Paving more farmland, producing more carbon emis-
sions, and spurring more development will take us even
further from the real and pressing need to invest in
mass transit, renewable energy, and carbon-neutral 
construction:  the green economy! As Doc Godfrey still
reminds us, 49 years on, 100% need to eat. And you
can’t grow food on a highway – or a runway!

It’s an outdated throwback to an 
earlier era when farms, rural 
communties, and nature itself were
all merely the raw materials for 
unrestricted urban growth.
Allan Ehrlick
President, Halton Region Federation of Agriculture
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